‘Humidification For The
Woodworking Industry’

ElkaFog® humidification for small workshops or large factories.

No Shrinking, Wavy, Or Cracked Wood!
For more information, please visit www.elka-air.nl.

Humidification In The
Wood-Processing Industry.
The materials you work with in the carpentry industry must be in a room with the correct relative
humidity. The consequences of too low relative humidity can be shrinking battens, wavy boards,
and cracked beams.
The SKH states that the relative humidity in your production area should be 55% to guarantee
quality.
In our Dutch climate, humidification is, therefore, an absolute must for the woodworking industry.

The Advantages Of Our Humidification
In Your Carpentry Shop:
Promotes dimensional stability.

Limits the amount of particulate matter
in the area.

Allows for less sanding between the
primer and topcoat.

Prevents static electricity.

Limits the shrinking, cracking, and
warping of the woodwork.

Paint flows and dries better.

Elka Air is a total supplier of industrial humidifiers and can provide your company with excellent
custom-made advice. Whether it concerns a small carpentry workshop or a large factory with
various departments, our specialists are happy to come and advise you on the best humidification for
your needs.

The cost.
Every situation is different! For this
reason, we only deliver custom-made
solutions.
Contact us for an obligation-free offer.

Need more information? Call us on +31 (0)252 - 25 11 45 or email at info@elka-air.nl.

ElkaFog® a specialist in all types of humidification
As a supplier of compressed, high-pressure, steam, and
ultrasonic humidification, Elka Air’s specialists can anticipate
your requirements like no other.
We would be happy to discuss the pros and cons of the various
humidification systems with you to help you make the right
choice.

Maintenance & Safety
To avoid risks, Elka Air humidifiers are always equipped with a
water standstill monitor. As a result, only cold drinking water is
used, and no dead pipes are included in the system.
In addition, we offer a maintenance service so that your system
is checked annually.
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